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 MEXT KAKENHI

 Grant-in-Aid for Scientific 
Research on Innovative Areas

 JFY 2014 - 2018

 ~10 million US$

 5 research groups

 ~70 researchers

“Revealing the history of the universe with 
underground particle and nuclear research”

Cooperate among underground experiments, theorists, & low-BG 
researchers to achieve technical and scientific synergies.

http://www.lowbg.org/ugnd/
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Research groups:

 A: Majorana n

 A01: KamLAND, A02: CANDLES

 B: Dark matter

 B01: XMASS, B02: NEWAGE, …

 C: Supernova n

 C01: GADZOOKS!, C02: SN network

 D01: Low BG techniques

 E01: Theory

“Revealing the history of the universe with 
underground particle and nuclear research”

Cooperate among underground experiments, theorists, & low-BG 
researchers to achieve technical and scientific synergies.

http://www.lowbg.org/ugnd/
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Atotsu Entrance
(~2km)

C02: Super-Kamiokande

B01/C02: 
XMASS

A01/C02: KamLAND

IPMU
Rn det. (D01)
APIMS
GC
Ge det.
…

40m

Kamioka Underground site

A02: CANDLES

CLIO (Gravitational 
wave exp.)
Laser extensometer 
(Geophysics)

C01: R&D of 
GADZOOKS!

B02: NEWAGE
Superconductive gravimeter

2700 m.w.e.
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http://www-sk.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/

D01: Low-radioactivity R&D (2014~ ?)



Low-radioactivity techniques

 To observe rate phenomena, low-background 
environment is necessary.
 Neutrino double beta decay measurements, direct dark matter 

searches, supernova neutrinos, …

 Cosmic-ray flux is reduced in underground sites 
 Charged particles (like muons) will be stopped in ground

 In Kamioka, cosmic-ray muons are reduced by 1/100000 

 Other radio activities should be reduced
 Natural radioactivity (U/Th series, etc.), …

 Low-radioactivity techniques are essential to 
improve experimental sensitivities.
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U-series, Th-series
 In nature: 1～10 ppm(10-6)
 In experiments: ppb(10-9), ppt(10-12), ppq(10-15),,,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decay_chain

Rn-222
 Noble gas
 τ1/2=3.8d

Ra-226
 τ1/2=1600y

Bi-214
 βmax=3.27 MeV

Po-210
 τ1/2=138d

Tl-208
 2.6 MeV gamma-ray

U-238

Th-232

Pb-210
 τ1/2=22y
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Goals of impurities
 KamLAND, KamLAND-Zen (A01)
 U: ~1x10-12 g/g, Th: ~1x10-12 g/g (mini-balloon)
 U: ~2x10-19 g/g, Th: ~2x10-17 g/g, 210Po: ~1 mBq/m3 (in LS)  

 CANDLES (A02)
 U: ~10 μBq/kg, Th: ~1 μBq/kg

 XMASS (B01)
 U: ~1x10-14 g/g, Th: ~2x10-14 g/g, Kr: ~1 ppt (vol.), 

222Rn: ~7 μBq/m3 (in gas Xe)

 NEWAGE (B02)
 U: ~5 ppb, Th: ~20 ppb

 Super-Kamiokande (C02), GADZOOOKS! (C01)


222Rn: ~0.1mBq/m3 (in water)

 KamLAND-PICO, PICO-LON (D01)
 U: ~10 μBq/kg, Th: ~4 μBq/kg, 210Pb: ~5 μBq/kg 8



Major common BG sources (in Kamioka)

Purified water

C02(SK): target

A01, A02, B01: shield

A01, A02: LS purification

Cooperation: experiences 

in C02(SK) (SK is largest 

detector with purified water)

Radon

All: Reduction!

 In detector, In environment

Cooperation: experiences 

in D01(Rn detector)
(provided info. To LSM(France), 

SDSMT(US), etc.)

RI in material

All: Reduction!

A02, B02, C01: essential

Cooperation: experiences 

in D01(PICO-LON) (highly 

radio pure NaI(Tl), next talk by 

K. Fushimi)

Surface RI

A01: balloon 

B01: Cu, PMT

Cooperation: Try to apply 

B02 to measure surface α

Achieve ultra low-radioactivity 
quickly with cooperation 9



LOW-RADIOACTIVITY R&DS IN 
KAMIOKA
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1. Improvement of Rn assay

 Radon is a major BG source in many UG exp.

 Precise measurements are needed
 Rn emanation from materials Screening system

 During construction Reduce Rn daughters in air 

 Prevent mixture from environment

 Our group has developed Rn detectors in air, in  
water, in gas argon
 NIM A421 (1999) 334, NIM A497 (2003) 414, 

RADIOISOTOPES 59 (2010) 29

 Goal: Reduction of BG revel of the Rn detectors, Rn 
measurement in purified Xe, etc.
 Try to apply nano-material to trap Rn in Xe.
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80L Radon detector
Method = PIN photodiode + Electrostatic collection

Collect positively charged Rn daughters on PIN photodiode
Measure the energy of α-decays, then count it

0V

-0.3～-2kV

ICF305

ICF70

Cf. 70L Rn detector
NIM A421 (1999) 334
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80L detector
No.1

@Kobe Univ.
2013/12/19

80L detector
No.3

80L detector
No.2
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Onishi
@JPS2013.09.21

 Summarizing results
 Try to improve more 

Humidity dependence of Rn detector
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2. Surface α assay
 Reduce α decays on the detector surface

 Film for mini-balloon (KamLAND), Copper (XMASS)

 High-sensitivity assay is needed

 Try to apply NEWAGE-0.3a (B02) detector

 A prototype detector of NEWAGE

 Gas imaging detector with μ-PIC

 Tentative goal: < ~0.0001 α/cm2/hr

μ-PIC
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3. Screening system
 Build a common screening system in Kamioka

 Surface α assay 

 Radon emanation (& permeation) assay
 Tentative goal: < ~100 μBq/day (Rn emanation/sample)

80L 
detector

Pump
Vessel

Vessel
Radon 
source

Seat 
sample

Radon 
source

Permeation

Pump

Emanation

Tube 
sample
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4. Database

 Gather various radioactivity assay data under 
this KAKENHI project.

 HPGe detector, Rn detector, ICP-MS, API-MS, GC

 Prepare a database system on web

 A design of the system is underway.
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Summary

 A new cooperation among underground 
experiments in Kamioka has been started in 
JFY2014.

 Supported by MEXT KAKENHI, for 5 years

 URL: http://www.lowbg.org/ugnd/

 A cooperative R&Ds on Low-radioactivity 
techniques are on going.

 Radon assay, surface α assay, screening system, 
database, …
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